
THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE
(A PRETENTIOUSLY NAMED BRAND GUIDELINE)



Hi! We’re Voltera.
We hope you’re as excited to meet us as we are to meet you! Learn all about who we are as a company and why we do 
what we do.

Colour Stuff
We operate within a two colour structure, each related to a different product. Within that structure you can play with a few 
different shades but it’s all quite specific so we’ve laid it out for you.

Logo Time
Logos, logos, everywhere – but which one should I choose? We’ve got the answer to every logo question you may have 
and how to make sure you’re using them correctly.

Typography & Terminology
Fonts are fun but in order to make sure we stay consistent, there is always a time and place to use them. You take time to 
write great copy – let’s make sure it’s legible!

Icons
Sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words – and sometimes icons are too. Illustrate your idea using these simple 
guidelines.
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Hi! We’re Voltera.
Voltera is a rapidly scaling technology company that is driving change in the world 
of additive electronics. We make tools for every electronics project — whether at the 
beginning with education, designing tomorrow’s innovative products, or researching 
the materials and methods that will take us into the future. We enable iteration and 
innovation — quickly. At the desks and in the labs of organizations all over the globe.

Voltera’s products are in the labs of some pretty heavy hitters — from multinational 
consumer electronics and software companies to leading space agencies and Ivy 
League universities.
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Well-oiled 
machine

Our team works 
together as smoothly 

as our products.

Intuitive
tools

A kid could use  
what we make.  

Many do!

Data-driven 
nerds

We’re rigorous and 
precise. Y’know, 
numbers people.

Modular
products

The future needs  
flexible platforms,  
so we build them.

Real, fun
people

We’re friendly,
 and relatable in 

our communications.

Budget
friendly

A steep price is 
a barrier, and we  
don’t like those.

Diversity
& inclusion
It matters to  

us – a lot.
Full stop.

Teaching
tech

Our products 
teach you how
 to use them.

Who we are:

What we do:



Colour Stuff
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The rule is simple. Blue for NOVA, green for everything else.

Primary colours:  
Voltera Green and NOVA Blue

While Voltera Green is used for both 
corporate and V-One specific assets,  
NOVA Blue is only used for NOVA.

When necessary, we have two slightly 
enhanced shades to use instead  
so that these colours really pop –  
Rich Green and Vivid Blue.

Voltera Green
RGB: (180,232,106)

HEX: (#B4E86A)
CMYK: (22/0/54/9)

Rich Green
RGB: (121,206,0)
HEX: (#79CE00)
CMYK: (56/0/100/0)

Vivid Blue
RGB: (48,175,239)
HEX: (#30AFEF)
CMYK: (66/15/0/0)

NOVA Blue
RGB: (188,231,253)

HEX: (#BCE7FD)
CMYK: (26/9/0/1)



Colour Stuff
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As for everything else, the colour is broken down as follows:

Approximate distribution of colour usage:

Rich Black
RGB: (28,29,33)
HEX: #1c1d21

CMYK: (15/12/0/87)

Dark Accent
RGB: (42,44,50)
HEX: (#2a2c32)

CMYK: (16/12/0/80)

Light Grey
RGB: (229,229,229)

HEX: (#e5e5e5)
CMYK: (0/0/0/10)

White
RGB: (255,255,255)

HEX: (#ffffff)
CMYK: (0/0/0/0)

50% 25% 12.5% 12.5%



Logo Time

Wordmarks
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The logo should have one pad’s worth of clear space around it at all times.  
It can be any of our brand colours. The separated pad can be an accent colour.

Voltera wordmarks should have clearspace 
around them the height of the letter “V”  
at all times. They can be Accent Dark,  
Rich Black or Light Grey, with the detatched  
pad represented in an accent colour –  
blue for NOVA, green for everything else...



The Typography Part

The Terminology PartVo
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Headers, 20-60 pt. Bold. Rich Black 
& Accent Dark on light backgrounds, 
white on dark backgrounds. 

Aa Roboto Bold

AaAa AaAa

Aa Roboto Light

AaAa AaAa

Body, 10-20 pt. Light weight. 
Rich black & White. Green 
and blue are acceptable, but  
only for links.
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The V-One is just that – The V-One. Always 
use “the” infront of the product name 
when speaking about this printer. It’s also 
not The Voltera V-One — because people 
shorten it to The Voltera.

On the other hand, NOVA is not “the NOVA”. 
When it comes to this machine, we treat it 
like a proper noun. It’s just NOVA. For 
example: “You’re going to love NOVA”.
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Icons
Icons should be high contrast. They should convey a concept as simply as possible, using 
accent colours to bring the viewer’s attention to the most important part of the image. 



Print anything. On everything.


